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Using combinatorial methods, we will prove the following theorem on the permutation group S o of a countable set: If a permutation pεS 0 contains at least one infinite cycle then any permutation of S o is a product of three permutations each conjugate to p. Similar results for permutations of uncoutable sets are shown and classical group theoretical results are derived from this. I* Introduction* We will deal with the symmetric group S» of all permutations of a set of cardinality ^v. Let us denote by \p\ the cardinality of the support [the underlying set without fixed points], by (p)* the set of infinite cycles and by p s » the set of all conjugates of some permutation peS».
The following theorem is shown in E. A. Bertram [3] and G. Moran [6] (see also [4] ).
If s, pβS v , \s\ S \p\ and \p\ is infinite, then s is a product of 4 elements each conjugate to p. Furthermore, 4 is minimal with this property.
The latter follows by examining s = (123) and any permutation p containing only transpositions (without fixed points) in its disjoint cycle decomposition, cf. G. Moran [6, p. 76] and [4, p. 288, 289] . If p is odd and s is even (with finite supports), then obviously s $ (p   s   ή\ and similar examples with finite | p | show Therefore, we have to exclude such examples in order to improve the bound 4 of the theorem above. From the last two examples follows our assumption \p\ -^v and from the first, the more specific hypothesis \(p)c*\ ^ 1. It is the aim of this paper to show that IPI = y$v and I (p)«, | ^ 1 will be sufficient to improve the bound: Furthermore, the number of factors is minimal and may be replaced by any greater integer. THEOREM 2. Let s, peS u and \{p)oo\ = # v . Then s is a product of n elements each conjugate to p for any n ^ 2.
If v = 0 and p is just one infinite cycle (without fixed points), Theorem 1 sharpens various results of E. A. Bertram [2; pp. 275, 276, 278, 279, 281, 283] .
If v -0 it shows the range of validity of a conjecture in anothor interesting paper of E. A. Bertram's [3; p. 322] which fails in general as already shown in G. Moran [6] and independently in [4] . If p consists of fc^ infinite cycles only [and v ^ 0] , Theorem 2 is due to A. B. Gray [5] . In addition, we obtain an interesting generalization of 0. Ore's theorem [7; p. 313] [1, n] is the interval of integers from 1 to n and x t e M. Infinite cycles are denoted by ( #_i x 0 Xi ' •) = (Xi)iez> Sometimes it will be convenient to replace the index sets [1, n] or Z of cyclic permutations by order isomorphic sets; e.g., [n + 1, 2n] . Similarly Z° will often serve as an index set for an infinite cycle. Then cycles act in the natural way (from left to right) on their underlying set and are extended trivially to M.
Cycles will be identified with subsets of M which carry a natural order given by a bijection onto [1, n] or Z, and its fixed points will not be mentioned explicitely. We will reserve z for the infinite "shift-cycle" s = ( -2 -11 2 •) acting on Z°.
It is well known that a permutation can be written uniquely as a product of possibly infinitely many cycles, which act nontrivially on pair wise disjoint subsets of M. For details we refer to H. Wielandt [9] .
If p e S» let {p) k be the uniquely determined set of all cycles of length keN™ of this disjoint-cycle decomposition (DCD) of p, \ (p) k \ its cardinality, {p} k the set of all elements in the support of (p) k . Let {p} t denote the set of fixed points of p. Let {p} = Ui^e voo {v)k be the support of p and \p\ = \{p}\ its cardinality. We put (p) -
The following well-known result will be used without mentioning it again:
Two permutations a, h eS u are conjugate if and only if | (a) k | = \(b) k \ for all keNoo, cf. H. Wielandt [9, Lemma 2.5, p. 6] .
3* Essential constructions for Theorem l(a)* The essential techniques of this paper are the following natural and elementary cutting-and inserting-arguments:
If I and J are linearly ordered sets, write I ~ J if there is an order-isomorphism from J onto /. If j is an immediate successor of i in I, we will write j -i + 1 or i = j -1 in the following.
Let c = (cjiβi be a cyclic permutation of a given set M with / ~ Z or / ~ [1, n] for some neN.
If K Φ 0 is a subset of I with the induced order and K -Z or K ~ [1, m] for some meN, we are led to a new cycle (c 4 ) <β *. This cycle acts in the natural way on its support {c ? , i e K) and all c if for i 6 I\K, are fixed points. This process will be called "cutting off I\K (or {c ίy i e I\K}) from c". Now let I~ Z and let K = [1, w] for some neN be disjoint from /. For ie I we will consider a new set X -I\3 K which carries a natural order induced from i, I and K:
Let x ^ y for a?, i/ e X if one the following conditions is satisfied: (a) x, yel and x ^ y with respect to the order in I. (d) y eI, xeK and i < y with respect to the order in I. Then X ~ Z and this process will be called "inserting K into I at i". If i + 1 is the successor of i in J, we will say "inserting K between i and i + 1 (or after i)" as well.
Furthermore, let c k e M be given for each keK. Assume {c t ; i 6 /} Π {c k ; k6K] = 0 and that the mapping &H> C* for keK is oneto-one (as well as i \-^ Cι for iel).
Inserting K into I at i leads naturally to a new cycle (c^^x which acts according to the order of X on its support {c ίf ieX}.
This will be called "inserting {c^) ίeκ into (Ci) ieI at i" (or at c t or between i and i + 1 or between Ci and c i+1 if there is no ambiguity). More generally, for any permutation i on I consisting of at least one infinite cycle in its DCD and any element x e {d}oo, we define
infinite cycle c of d which contains x in its support". We will define a two-parameter family g(n, k) of infinite cycles acting on Z° for all keNa, and 1 <* n <£ k. These cyles will be modified, in particular, by cutting-and inserting-arguments.
Construction of g(n, k) e S z o for k e N™ and 1 <£
for all lΦn<LkeN.
(b) 1/ fc = oo α^d 1 ^ 7t e iV, j e Z dβ^we 0(%, oo) 0 = 2(n -2) 2 + 1 and
(c) Let
Next we modify 0(%, fc) and derive a second two-parameter family of cycles: 3.2. Construction of h(n, k) e S z o for all k e N™ and 1 <* n tί k:
for all jsZ and keN. If k = oo, put h{n, oo) 2j = g (n, oo)_ 2i + l and h{n, °°) 2j+1 = g(n, °°)_ (2 /+i) for all n Φ 1 using (3.1). define h(n, k) = (ft(w, Λ0<)< β z = ( /or αίί neNand keNoo and put h(l, oo) = fe(l, 2).
LEMMA 3.3. ί/αcfc infinite cycle [which moves every element] of a countable set is a product of two permutations each consisting of k infinite cycles and no other cycles (including fixed points) for all
Proof. We may assume w.l.o.g. s e S z o and s = z is the given infinite cycle and keN™.
Elementary calculations show that the cycles g(n, k) with 1 ^ n ^ k constructed in (3.1) define a decomposition of Z° into k subsets of cardinality fc$ 0 . Hence g k = Πί=i 9( n , ^) consists of k infinite cycles. Similarly h k = ΠLi h(n, k) consists of k infinite cycles, and z = g k h k can be checked elementwise (recall that by our convention g k acts first). First we decompose X into \J\ countable subsets. Hence, the numbers in X may be denoted as pairs j/n for neN 0 and j e J. The following modification of the cycle a leads to the infinite cycle g which moves all the elements of {a} U {c} and no others: Insert j 0 into a between j/0 -1 and j/0, and j_ k , j k between j/k -1 and j/k for all keN and je J. Define g to be the indentity on the set {b}\{a}.
Next we modify b to obtain an infinite cycle h: Insert j k+1 , j__ k into b between (jjk) and (j/k) b for all k e N o , j eJ and define h to be the identity on {α}\{b}.
We will show that p = g-h and distinguish between five cases:
( i ) x 6 {a} and x + leX. Observe again, that permutations are extended trivially to the bigger set M.)
In order to define the elements g* and h* conjugate to p such that s = g*-h* f we choose g = g m and h = h m defined in (3.1) and (3.2) respectively, acting on Z°. Let e = (1* 12* 2 w -1 w*) (and, in particular, e = (1*) if w = 1). We obtain g by inserting e into #(1, m) after the element (2r + l)fc = g(l, m) 2r+2 . Similarly, insert e into Λ(l, m) after the element -(2r + 3)fc -1 = [(2r + l) fe] ff(1 ' m) = flr(l, m) 2r+3 = h(l, m)_ 2r _ 3 to obtain h. Let g* = ^ Π?=2ί/(w, w) and fc* = h'ΐ[n=2h(n f m). The new elements consist of m infinite cycles, since all cycles of g and h remain unchanged, except for the two first ones g(l, m) and h(l, m), which are "enlarged". Thus g* f fe* are conjugate to p, and their product g*-h* equals s. Case 2. s contains no finite cycles and p has, beside infinite cycles, only one finite cycle of odd length 2n + 1.
In this case we need two cycles / = (1* 2* (2n + 1)*) and e = (ϊ 2 2n + 1) of length 2n + 1. They are disjoint and contain no integers. Chose two different natural numbers x and y. Then we obtain an infinite cycle z* acting on Z° \J {e} Ό {/} by inserting e into z after the element (2a? + ΐ)k and / into z after the element (2y + l)k. We choose s = z* w.l.o.g. Next we take g = g m from (3.1) and insert (2 4 2n ϊ and fe* = lπ f -e~x, which are the required elements, obviously conjugate to p and with product s by construction. For later use we remark that if p has only one fixed point (i.e., n = 0) then the fixed point 1*(1) of g*{h*) is an element of the infinite cycle fc(l, m) ((/(I, m)) of Case 3. s contains no finite cycles and p has, beside infinite cycles, only one finite cycle of even length 2n in its DCD.
Let s~z w.l.o.g. and choose any natural number r. Next we define g* acting on Z° by a modification of g -g m taken from (3.1). First, cut the interval [ -2r -2n + 1, -2r] from the first cycle g(l 9 m) of g to obtain a permutation g''. The missing numbers are #(1, m)_ 2(r+i) = 2fcr + 2/bi and ί/(l, m)_ 2r _ 2ί _ 1 = -2&r -2fcί -1 for 0 ^ i ^ % -1 and 0 ^ ί ^ w -1. Multiplication of g f with the disjoint cycle of length 2n (-2kr -2{n -ΐ) 
, 2&r + 2k, -2kr -1, 2&r) will define g*. Then #* is obviously conjugate to p. Similarly, take h -h m from (3.2) and cut the interval [2r, 2r + 2n -1] from h (l, m) . This leads to a product h f of m cycles acting nontrivially one the set Z\{0, 2kr
Multiplication of K with the disjoint cycle of length 2n (2kr -2kr -l-(nl) 2k) leads to a permutation h* conjugate to p.
Elementary calculation shows s = g*-h*.
Case 4. | (s)oo| = 1 (and no other restriction). The inserting-argument described in Cases 1 and 2 can be applied simultaneously for all finite cycles of s and all odd cycles of p using (possibly infinitely many) different natural numbers r, x, y.
For even cycles of p, apply Case 3 (possibly infinitely many times simultaneously) at different numbers r at a distance such that the cutting described above can be carried out at disjoint intervals 
A similar argument holds for h-h^. Hence g + -g and h-h + are the required elements. Π 4* Essential constructions for Theorem l(b)* As in §3, we first define a permutation on a countable set which will be modified by a cutting-and inserting-argument. In this section we will very frequently make use of the permutations a(k) for k e Z acting on Z defined by x a{k) -x + k for all x e Z. Then a(k) consists of \k\ infinite cycles if k Φ 0, the permutations a(k) and a{~k) are inverse elements and α(0) is the identity. In the following, an interval [m, n] will be identified with the cyclic permutation (m, m + 1, , n) which acts trivially on the remaining points of Z. The following notion will be useful: Observe that s maps negative integers onto negative integers and that s leaves N Q invariant. Under the action of s any negative integer moves at most one step down and any nonnegative integer moves at most one step up, i.e.,
Here is a typical example 01 2 3) (4 5 6 7) (8) In this case
It is clear that every permutation on Z without infinite cycles is conjugate to a uniform permutation.
Immediately from (4.1) follows: LEMMA 
Any permutation of a countable set without infinite cycles is a product of two (conjugate) permutations each consisting of precisely k infinite cycles for any natural number k ^ 2.
Proof. We may assume that s is uniform, say s = ILezS? (ί) . Let a = a(k) and b -a( -k) defined as above, then the product c = ΐίi^-i8i {t) -a operators after "Lenin's tactics": Hence every number moves at least one step up under the action of c. Consequently, c consists of infinite cycles only. Since c coincides with a on the positive integers, c decomposes into exactly k infinite cycles. The dual argument shows that d = δ IL^o^ consists of precisely k infinite cycles as well. Since a-b = 1, we get s -c d.
The following lemma generalizes (4.2) and will be used to show (4.4) , which is exactly the part (b) of Theorem 1. Proof. Case 1. Let s be without fixed points. W.l.o.g. choose s to be a uniform permutation so that G £ -JV, HQN and min (β t ) ί G U H f or all ieZ. This is possible by (i). Because of (ii) we may further assume that UJ =1 {s <+/ } Π (G\J H) = 0 for infinitely many positive and infinitely many negative ie Z. Let c, d be defined as in (4.2) . We observe that for every infinite cycle cL of d and ieZ:
I{cL,}n UU {**+;}I ^ 1, hence we get (iii) For every infinite cycle cL e (d) and <?«> 6 (c) the sets ({do*} Π iV)\(G U if) and ({<**>} Π -N)\(G U £Γ) are infinite.
Next we use the argument of (4.2), but a more complex version. Define a map d*: Z-> Z by # every ve(s). Let / be a choice function defined on the set {{v}; v e (s) }, i.e., f(v) 1 '^* a n ( i ^ = Λ' ' dl^ii 0 )" 1 which are conjugate to p such that s -g-h.
Case 3. p has infinitely many infinite cycles. Since s has no infinite cycles, we decompose the underlying set into infinitely many s-invariant infinite subsets M(i) for ieN. Then apply Case 1 and Case 2 to s € = s\ MU) such that s^ = ^I ΛΌ l(^i)oo| = I(ftj^I = 2 for all ieN, g i9 hi have no finite cycles for all i ^ 2 and I (0i) I -I (hX I -I (p) Λ I for all n e N. Then g = ΠΓ=i 0* and fc -ΠΓ=i K are conjugate to p and s = g-h. Let i?* be a subset of B with cardinality |J5*| = \({p} U {ί>}i)\{2?}oo| -Next we define a permutation t conjugate to p. Put t\ B * such that |(ίU )J = \{p) n \ for all weiV. Let s\ A = U^zS, with s, = (1,2, ••• m<) given in its DCD. We "glue the cycles together" and let t\ {s . ]X{mi} -s^s^m^ and m\ = l i+1 . Next insert the elements in {s} λ (J (B\B*) elementwise into t after l έ for arbitrary different co-ordinates is Z. The result is one infinite cycle which completes our permutation t. Since (li+i)*" 1 * = h for every ieZ, we have \(t~1s)oo\ ^ 1. As in Case 1 we conclude s e (p s°y .
Essential constructions for
6* Proof of the theorems and consequences* Theorem 1 follows directly from (3.5), (4.4) and (5.1). The minimality of the factors is either obvious or follows from an example due to M. Perles, which can be found in E. A. Bertram [2; p. 277, Theorem 2.2] . The number of factors can be enlarged, as follows immediately from part (a) of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let \{p)oo\ = \^u and decompose s = ILe/S* such that (s<) <; (s) and each ^ has a countable infinite domain S t . Next we split (p) k -{J ie iP(i, k) with finite-possibly empty-subsets p{i, k) for all keNco and take p(i, oo) to be any set of two elements. This follows already from E. A. Bertram [3] for v = 0 and is shown in [4] for v ^ 0.
The other consequence is a generalization of a theorem by 0. Ore. With the notation given in § 1, we have COROLLARY 6.2. S v is w-elliptic of degree 2 for any word w. The degree is minimal in general.
REMARK, (a) Corollary 6.2 follows already from a result of A. B. Gray [5] by the subsequent argument. It is, however, false for finite symmetric groups (take the commutator word w = x x ° x 2 = xΓ 1 itr 1 *#i*#2 & n d an y odd permutation). (b) If w = x 1°x2 , then S v is w-elliptic of degree 1; cf. 0. Ore [7] or R. Gobel and M. Droste [4, p. 289, Corollary 4.2] .
Proof of the corollary. Let w(x lf
, x n ) Φ 1 be any nontrivial
